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THE DEFENDER
NOW APPROACHING…

…REALLY DOES GO LIKE A TRAIN. MARK SAVILLE
CLIMBS ABOARD THE 130-BASED RAILERROVER
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ON TRACK
WITH THE
RAILERROVER

T

here’s something very relaxing
about the slow, steady
clunk-thunk of metal wheels
running along steel tracks on a hot
summer afternoon. Sitting high up in the
double-cab 130 as we rumble gently up
the line in reverse (we face forwards
when going down the line), I get a quick
glimpse of Chatham docks before we’re
enveloped in a tunnel of trees.
The man in control of what has been
christened the RailerRover is David
Conroy, who runs Contracked Lands
– the company he created to provide
weed and litter control services on
private railways. The last time I met him
on the rails (LRO, February 2004), he was
running an impressive 6x6 Carmichael

Range Rover hauling the same twin-axle
trailer. This was later joined by a specially
converted Defender 127 ex-Rapier
missile tractor with an extended cab.
The 2003 Defender Td5 I’m riding
was enlisted by the company four years
ago. It already had the Hasco Rail bogie
conversion and was in use as a weed
sprayer. David believes the Defender was
converted into a rail-going sprayer about
six years ago at a cost of about £65,000.
It’s considerably more modern than
the other two Land Rovers, with less
evidence of Mr Heath Robinson’s work
in the cab but with plenty of interesting
features even so.
My right elbow has already discovered
the large control box mounted between

When towing the
trailer, maximum
permitted speed is
just 10mph

Control box
isolates road
functions

‘THE DEFENDER WAS CONVERTED INTO A RAIL-GOING SPRAYER AT A COST OF ABOUT £65,000’

the front seats. From time to time it
emits a bleep. ‘The railway bogies are
rated at 40mph but the trailer is limited
to 10mph,’ says David. ‘If we go over
10mph, the control box bleeps.’
The big control box is central to the
whole operation of the vehicle, as David
explains. ‘There are two ignition systems
on the vehicle; the usual one on the
steering column and one in the control
panel. When we’re on the rails, I take the
key out of the steering column ignition
and put a special tractor-style ignition
key into the lock on the control box. This
isolates all the normal car lights – only
the railway lights work.’
The railway lights consist of white
ones at the front and red at the back to
indicate which way the vehicle is moving:
white lights illuminate the ‘front’ and red
lights illuminate on the ‘rear’. When you
switch direction, just switch the lights
over at the control box. The lights on the
trailer change automatically.
A secondary control box mounted
piggy-back on the main unit governs
the complex spraying gear, carried in the
rear load bed of the Defender.
‘There are three 120-litre reservoirs
to hold various chemicals, and you can
dispense different chemicals out of
different nozzles on the sprayer,’ says

David. ‘The spray bar across the back
doesn’t have fold-out arms because
everything must remain within the
loading gauge [permitted vehicle width]
of the track, so that it fits down tunnels
and passes other rail vehicles.
‘Then there are vertically mounted,
high-level spray bars that can shoot
out chemicals up side banks. Using
the smaller control box, we can switch
chemicals from inside the cab.’
Apart from the rail bogies and electrical
controls in the cab for the automatic
lights and secondary ignition system, it’s
a standard 130 Td5 double-cab that’s
done 65,000 miles. This relatively low
mileage is due to the fact that it’s spent
such a lot of time on the rails.
Typically, David has made a few
necessary modifications himself, such as
the steps. ‘In railway mode, all steps and
handles have to be white. We couldn’t
paint the rubber step covers so we took
them off and welded on some mesh
link to give grip, then painted the whole
thing white. On the yellow Rapier we
have little plates on the front bumper
with the same mesh on.’
Under the side steps are lights that
shine on to the rails. ‘You might be doing
railway maintenance patrolling, looking
for signs of wear or checking fishplates

Should the 130
derail, the roofmounted ramps are
pressed into service

Traffic control: you have to
be in possession of wooden
staff to get on track

130’s bogie
wheel lowering
mechanism
(front)

to make sure they’re okay,’ says David.
‘We don’t do that kind of work ourselves
but when the vehicle is hired out, it can
be used for these sorts of things.’
We’re used to thinking about off-road
recovery gear, but David’s vehicle has
special needs. For example, the re-railing
ramps that are mounted on the cab roof.
‘We don’t use them very often, but
we do need them sometimes. Once, we
fell off the rails at the points in a military
depot because the check-rail gap was
too wide. The check rail keeps the inside
wheel on the rails as the outer wheel is
guided over the points. If the gap is too
wide, the inside wheel can move over
too far and drop off the rail.
‘What happened on that occasion
was that someone had used the wrong
spacer pieces between the rails and
the check rails when the track was laid,
making the gap too big. Every time we
went over these points, we had to shout
at it to make it work properly. Shouting
always helps,’ smiles David.
If things come to a complete halt, the
Defender can be towed by a full-size
railway locomotive. One end of the
recovery towbar attaches to a big pintle
on the Defender and the hooked end
connects to the loco. The recovery
towbar is substantial, but then it needs
To be rail-compliant,
steps have to be white

Guide wheels keep
trailer on track

‘ALL THIS HARDWARE CAN TAKE SOME STOPPING’

Chris Mace gets to
grips with a thorny
trackside problem

David Conroy
inspects direction
of travel sensor

This control box operates all the spray
gear and associated tanks and pumps
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ON TRACK
WITH THE
RAILERROVER
Long-reach hedge trimmer keeps
foliage three metres back from track

In the event of an on-track breakdown,
chunky towbar allows recovery by locomotive

‘THE DEFENDER AND TRAILER IS AN
IMPOSING RIG THAT CAN BE A HANDFUL’

Bogie wheel
retracted to
on-road position

Cab looks almost normal
compared with 130’s exterior
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to be. Fully laden, the all-up weight of
the Defender and trailer is close to nine
tonnes, so David holds a special licence
(C1+E) that allows him to drive a vehicle/
trailer combination of up to 12 tonnes.
All this hardware can take some
stopping, which is why the trailer has
powerful air operated spring brakes that
can be operated remotely or from within
the Defender’s cab.
‘It’s an emergency stop, it’s not a foot
brake,’ explains David. ‘The Defender
has conventional, standard brakes. The
compressor in the Defender charges
a small tank to 110psi; it won’t cut in
again until the pressure drops to about
70psi. This on-board tank acts as a relay
to operate the larger tank on the trailer.
The pressure releases the spring brakes
but as soon as the pressure is released,
the trailer’s brakes lock on; it’s a fail-safe
system.’ There is no handbrake.
When working outside the vehicle,
perhaps walking alongside it or from
within the trailer cage, David’s colleague
Chris Mace can operate the air brakes
courtesy of the remote control lead.
Being able to stop quickly isn’t the only
safety factor to consider: making sure
you won’t get mown down by a train is
pretty high up the list as well.
‘We need to be in exclusive possession
of this rail, so we need the official staff,’
says David. He shows me an ancientlooking bit of wood. ‘While we have this
no one else is permitted on the track.’
Side slopes aren’t a hazard you
immediately think of in relation to a
Defender on rails, but even this has been
assessed and clearly marked on the
Defender’s sides. Its so-called ‘maximum
operating cant’ (that’s camber or sideslope angle, to you and me) is 200mm
(just under eight inches). High-speed
sections of track often have a steep cant:
the track is like a banked corner on a race

track, with one rail higher than the other.
Just as surprising is the maximum onrail gradient of 1 in 30. You’d think even
a golf buggy could beat that.
Other modifications David has made
are partly to make the vehicle more
user-friendly to other operators who hire
it. The spare wheel sits on the bonnet,
courtesy of a recycled Discovery back
door wheel-mounting bracket. ‘To make
sure the wheel rests on the bonnet and
not concentrate all the weight on the
carrier, we had to shorten the sides and
then re-weld the feet back on it.’
That massive spare wheel makes the
bonnet very heavy. Combined with the
difficulty of reaching it because of the
huge front bogie and bumper, it’s likely
to get dropped the last few inches when
closing it. This would quickly wreck the
bonnet and damage the slam plate, so
David has come up with a solution:
‘I’ve put a handle on the front of the
bonnet to stop users dropping it the last
foot and breaking the frame or the slam
plate. I’m also going to strengthen the
underside of the bonnet.’
This Defender and trailer combination
is an imposing rig that can be a handful
to get on to the rails, which is why David
has developed his own technique.
‘We always try to find a section of track
that’s straight and flush with the ground,
such as a level crossing. We then drive
into position, taking particular care with
the trailer. When everything is lined up,
we unhitch the trailer and deploy the rail
bogies. Then we get the Defender on the
rails before backing up and re-hitching.’
The vehicles in David’s fleet deals
mainly with trackside weeds, overgrown
vegetation and litter clearance, although
he’s recently added a bespoke de-icer
unit. That’s a clever, useful idea; but by
far the most impressive of all of them is
this double-cab beauty.

